This article shows how the fracture energy of concrete, as well as other fracture parameters such as the effective length of the fracture process zone, critical crack-tip opening displacement and the fracture toughness, can be approximately predicted from the standard compression strength, maximum aggregate size, water -cement ratio, and aggregate type (river or crushed). A database, consisting of 238 test data, is extracted from the literature and tabulated, and approximate mean prediction formulae calibrated by this very large data set are developed. A distinction is made between (a) the fracture energy, G f , corresponding to the area under the initial tangent of the softening stress -separation curve of cohesive crack model, which governs the maximum loads of structures and is obtained by the size effect method (SEM) or related methods (Jenq -Shah two-parameter method and Karihaloo's effective crack model, ECM) and (b) the fracture energy, G F , corresponding to the area under the complete stress -separation curve, which governs large postpeak deflections of structures and is obtained by the work-of-fracture method (WFM) proposed for concrete by Hillerborg. The coefficients of variation of the errors in the prediction formulae compared to the test data are calculated; they are 17.8% for G f and 29.9% for G F , the latter being 1.67 times higher than the former. Although the errors of the prediction formulae taking into account the differences among different concretes doubtless contribute significantly to the high values of these coefficients of variation, there is no reason for a bias of the statistics in favor of G f or G F . Thus, the statistics indicate that the fracture energy based on the measurements in the maximum load region is much less uncertain than that based on the measurement of the tail of the postpeak load -deflection curve. While both G f and G F are needed for accurate structural analysis, it follows that if the testing standard should measure, for the sake of simplicity, only one of these two fracture energies, then G f is preferable. D
Problem faced and its history
After a quarter century of intense research, it has now become clear that the use of fracture mechanics can yield safer and more efficient design against all kinds of brittle failures of concrete structures. This conclusion is now supported by extensive analytical studies and numerous scaled-down laboratory tests, as well as a few full-scale field tests. The importance of adopting fracture mechanics is underscored by recent studies of some well-known structural catastrophes. A few examples deserve to be noted:
1. The toppling of the Hanshin Viaduct in Kobe during the Hyogo-Ken Nambu earthquake in 1995 was caused primarily by softening fracture at the compression side due to bending of massive columns. Although the primary cause of collapse was insufficient confining reinforcement, the size effect was a major contributing factor, causing the nominal strength in compression fracture of the columns subjected to bending to be about 38% less than the standard compression strength determined on the basis of standard size test cylinders. Similar observations can be made about various bridge columns that failed in the Northridge earthquake in Los Angeles in 1994. 2. The failure of the Cypress Viaduct in Oakland, CA, during the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. Although the primary cause of failure was again insufficient confining reinforcement, the size effect must have reduced the nominal strength of concrete failing in compression to 30% less than the value assumed in design.
The failure of the Malpasset Arch Dam in the French
Maritime Alps in 1959. Although the main cause was excessive movement of rock in left abutment, the size effect on bending fracture of plain concrete caused the maximum tolerable movement to be about 55% less than the prediction on the basis of laboratory strength tests. A similar observation can be made about the failure of San Francis dam near Los Angeles in 1928. 4 . The failure of Schoharie Creek Bridge on New York Thruway, which was caused by fracture of a foundation plinth during a flood in 1987. Although the main cause was an unexpected scouring of the river bottom, the size effect on bending fracture of plain concrete caused the nominal tensile strength of the unreinforced plinth to be about 46% less than the tensile strength determined in standard laboratory tests. 5. The sudden explosive failure of Sleipner A oil platform in 1991 during submergence test in a Norwegian fjord -a disaster with no loss of life, but a cost of about US$300 million, which was caused by diagonal shear failure of a very thick tri-cell wall.
Although the layout of the reinforcement was incorrect and the elastic finite element analysis had an error of about 40%, it has been estimated that the size effect decreased the nominal shear strength by about 34%. Although fracture mechanics was originated by Griffith already in 1921, for half a century, it was considered inapplicable to concrete. This is not surprising because a very different fracture mechanics theory is needed for concrete than for homogeneous structural materials such as fatigued steel or ceramics. The study of fracture mechanics of concrete originated in 1961 with Kaplan [53] . Kesler et al. [57] concluded in 1971 that the classical linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), with only one fracture parameter, the fracture energy G f (or the fracture toughness K c ), was inapplicable to concrete. At least two fracture parameters are required. This transpired in 1976 from the studies of smeared-cracking finite element models [6] and notched fracture tests [46] (also Ref. [43] ), and was recognized in the development of the crack band model [6, 21] , in which the fracture properties are characterized by the average slope of the postpeak strain softening tied to a certain characteristic width of the crack band front (which together imply a certain fixed value of fracture energy G f ).
A major step was made by Hillerborg et al. [46] who introduced to concrete the cohesive (or fictitious) crack model, in which the initial slope of the softening stressseparation curve or the area under the curve, together with the tensile strength, implies two independent basic fracture parameters of the material. Two parameters were subsequently used in Karihaloo and Nallathambi's [54 -56,67] effective crack model (ECM) and in Jenq and Shah's ''twoparameter model'' (TPM) [51] Practically, the most important attribute of fracture mechanics of concrete is the size effect. Although in the solid mechanics and structural design communities it was widely believed until the mid-1980s that all the size effects were of statistical origin, and should therefore be relegated to statisticians, Leicester in 1969 [58] suggested the idea that the size effect in concrete may originate from fracture mechanics. Walsh in 1972 [89] demonstrated experimentally that similar notched concrete specimens with similar large cracks or notches exhibited a strong size effect that was transitional between the case of no size effect for small sizes and the case of LEFM size effect for large sizes.
The source of the size effect was recognized to be the softening damage of the material in a large fracture process zone. Failures caused by fracture were numerically simulated with the crack band model [6, 21] , and were described in 1984 [7] by a simple size effect formula, justified by asymptotic arguments. Subsequently it was shown that the knowledge of the size effect law implies the fracture characteristics. If the classical size effect law [7] is fit to the maximum load data (which is adequate for a size range only up to about 1:30), two fracture characteristics can be determined-the fracture energy and the effective length of the fracture process zone [22] . The latter was later shown to be related to the critical crack-tip opening displacement used in TPM [16] . Asymptotic analysis further showed that the fracture model based on the size effect law and the JenqShah's TPM give about the same size effect and, therefore, are approximately equivalent [9, 23, 70] . Likewise, ECM was shown to be approximately equivalent to TPM, and thus to the size effect model. The reason that these three models yield similar results is that all the measurements are conducted at or near the maximum load.
The fracture energy normally associated with the cohesive crack model, G F , is different from G f . It is determined as the area under the entire measured load -deflection curve, divided by the ligament area. The G F values obtained by this method, called the work-of-fracture method (WFM), are quite sensitive to the specimen size and shape, although this might perhaps be avoided by very careful evaluation of the tail of the load -displacement curve and of all the energy dissipation sources in the test (see Guinea et al. [40] ). On the other hand, fracture energy G f determined by the size effect method (SEM) is, by definition, independent of the structure size as well as geometry [22, 23] . Significant changes in the testing size range will nevertheless affect the G f value obtained (this could in principle be avoided by using the broadrange size effect law, with a series of fracture energies [13] .
While G F corresponds to the area under the complete softening stress -separation curve of the cohesive crack model, the fracture energy of the size effect model denoted as G f , corresponds to the area under the initial tangent of the stress -separation curve (Fig. 1 ). Planas and Elices [74] estimated G F /G f % 2.0 -2.5 (see also Ref. [23] ). It was also realized that these two fracture energy definitions are appropriate for different objectives-G f is suitable and entirely sufficient for predicting the maximum loads of structures (as well as the load -deflection curves up to the peak), while G F is suitable and necessary for calculating the energy dissipation in total failure of structures and for determining the tail of the postpeak softening load -displacement diagram of a structure [14] .
Since the test results from different laboratories, based on different fracture specimens and different methods, exhibit very large scatter, it has widely been considered futile to attempt predicting the fracture energy of concrete and other fracture characteristics from the mix parameters and the strength, bypassing the tests of notched fracture specimens. Several previous attempts to set up such formulae, admittedly rather crude, have nevertheless been made, as described in Appendix B. However, these older formulae have been based on a much more limited set of test data than those that can today be collected from the literature.
The database acquired in concrete fracture testing worldwide has by now become enormous. Thus, the time seems ripe for the goal of this study -evaluate all these data statistically in order to determine whether an improved formula for fracture energy could be formulated, and whether an additional formula (apparently not yet attempted) to predict the second parameter of quasibrittle fracture, such as the fracture process zone size, could be developed. While it is clear that estimation of fracture parameters from nonfracture tests can never replace fracture testing of notched specimens, an improved formula with a known standard deviation can nevertheless serve a useful purpose for preliminary design and for approximate analysis of structures with not too high fracture sensitivity.
Choice of prediction formulae
The fracture energy G f (or G F ) and the effective length of fracture process zone, c f , may be expected to be related to the basic simple characteristics of concrete by equations of the type: where f and y are certain functions, d a is the maximum aggregate size, w/c is the water -cement ratio (by weight), E is the Young's modulus, r is the unit weight of concrete, and f c 0 is the mean value of standard 28-day cylindrical compression strength, based on cylinders 6 in. (15 cm) in diameter and 12 in. (30 cm) in length (for some of the tests included in the statistical evaluation discussed later, the cubic compression strength was reported; its value was converted to the cylindrical strength using the standard approximate formula).
The parameters in Eq. (1) may be grouped into the following dimensionless parameters (Eq. (2)):
According to Buckingham's theorem of dimensional analysis, any physical phenomenon must, in theory, be reducible to an equation in terms of dimensionless parameters whose number is equal to the total number of parameters, which is six in each of these equations, minus the number of parameters with independent dimensions, which is two (length and stress). Thus, only four of the aforementioned dimensionless ratios are, in theory, allowed to appear in the prediction equations for G f and c f . A number of simple relations of this kind have been formulated and compared to the existing test data. However, clear statistical trends could not be detected. It must, therefore, be concluded that the six parameters listed in functions f and y are insufficient to characterize the relationship fully. This means that the Buckingham theorem cannot be applied and some of the parameters may thus have physical dimensions. As we will see, aside from three dimensionless parameters a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 , we will need two additional parameters with physical dimensions. We will also drop parameter E, because it is strongly related to f c 0 , which in turn is strongly related to w/c. Further, we will drop parameter r-not because it would be insignificant but because the vast majority of the existing data pertains to normal-weight concretes. Thus, we will seek G f and c f as empirical functions of f c 0 , d a , and w/c, to which we will add parameter a 0 depending on the type of aggregate -crushed or river aggregate (see Appendix A).
It might seem that the tensile strength f t 0 , the modulus of rupture f r , or the Brazilian split-cylinder strength f sc would be better parameters than f c 0 . However, measurement of the direct tensile strength is difficult and more sensitive to statistical size effect than f c 0 , while the modulus of rupture is subject to a strong deterministic and statistical size effects [19] . As for f sc , one might suspect it to be unduly influenced by large compressive stress parallel to the splitting plane and by frictional plastic deformation near the contact with the loading strips, although this has not been proven. Besides, a greater obstacle is that only very few of the reports on fracture tests in the literature give information on the values 
of these parameters, rendering a systematic calibration of a formula with these parameters impossible. Similarly, many of the fracture data unfortunately miss the measurement of E, which is another reason for omitting that parameter. In the case of c f , the main influencing parameters might of course be different than in the case of G f . Other parameters such as the air content, aggregate -sand ratio, grain size distribution, porosity, relative strength and stiffness of the aggregates, etc., might seem more appropriate to predict c f . Nevertheless, these parameters could not be considered, not only for c f but also for G f , due to lack of information in the published reports on the tests.
The formula should preferably be such that, among the chosen parameters, as many as possible should be identifiable from the test data by linear regression. The simplest relationship of this type would be G f % a 1 f c 0 + a 2 d a + a 3 (w/c) + a 4 , in which a i (i = 1, 2, . . .) are the parameters of the prediction formula. However, this form is unsuitable because an extension of the range could give negative values of G f .
Therefore, it is preferable to seek a linear formula in logarithmic coordinates, having the general form log
, which is also identifiable by linear regression. One advantage is that such a formula automatically precludes negative values of G f . Further refinements, though, are needed. When d a ! 0, which is the case of pure hardened cement paste, the formula should give G f > 0. Therefore, d a is replaced by 1 + d a /a 5 . Thus, we are led to the following prediction formula:
Parameters a 4 , a 5 , and a 0 are introduced here so as to have the dimensions of stress (MPa), length (mm), and fracture energy (N/m or J/m 2 ), respectively. Parameter a 0 is also used to distinguish between crushed and river aggregates. Parameter a 3 is expected to be negative because a decrease of w/c increases strength. As for G F , a similar formula is assumed.
By analogous arguments, a similar formula is also assumed for the effective length of the fracture process zone.
Parameters a 0 and a 4 in Eq. (3) could of course be combined into a single parameter, assuming different values for different aggregate types. It is solely for convenience of dimensions to keep these two parameters separate. Parameters a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 are obtainable by linear regression of log G f , but inevitably parameter a 5 is involved nonlinearly.
The objective function (merit function) to be minimized by fitting the test data is chosen as
in which subscript i labels the individual data values measured in tests in various laboratories by various investigators.
As an alternative, the objective functions
were also considered. These functions give greater weights to smaller G fi than does Eq. (4). Similar objective functions were assumed for G F and c f . However, the results obtained with these alternative objective functions were worse than those obtained with Eq. (4) .
Compared to G f , the values of c f are much more uncertain. Since the objective function in the form of Eq. (4) is logically associated with the assumption of a normal distribution, the fact that the standard deviation of c f is particularly large would mean that negative values of c f would have a nonnegligible probability if a normal distribution of c f were assumed. This is documented in Fig. 2 , which shows the normal distributions calibrated in the sequel by the available data sets for fracture energy ( G f ) (see Sets I, II, and III defined later) and the data set for effective length of the critical crack extension (c f ). Indeed, the values of the distribution on the negative side are seen to be negligible for G f , but not for c f . Therefore, we better assume c f to follow a lognormal distribution and introduce formula (5):
Similar to parameter a i , parameters g 0 , g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , and g 4 are obtainable by linear regression, while parameter g 5 is involved nonlinearly. For c f , we take the objective function:
which is logically associated with the assumption of a lognormal distribution of c f (the ''log'' here is considered as the decadic logarithm). As will be seen, the coefficient of variation of c f can be very large. But that does not cause the prediction of c f to be useless because what matters in practical calculations is mainly the order of magnitude of c f , and not so much the precise value. This corresponds to the fact that the size effect plot descends with an increasing slope in the logarithmic scale but with a rapidly diminishing slope in the linear scale.
Linear regression for parameters a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and a 0 may seem to imply the objective function to be the sum of squared differences in the logarithms. But this turns out not to be the best assumption, as already mentioned. For this reason, and because parameter a 5 cannot be identified by linear regression, the objective functions (4) and (6) are used in nonlinear optimization of all the available test data. The standard library subroutine for the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm has been employed for this purpose.
Statistical analysis of fracture test data
The prediction formulae need to be evaluated by statistical comparison to essentially all the relevant test data that exist and statistics of their errors determined. One problem with the database existing in the literature is that different investigators used different methods to determine the fracture parameters (the fact that specimens of different sizes and shapes were used is ignored because the results of a good testing procedure, presumably, should not depend on these factors, and if they do there is anyway insufficient information for compensating).
The older tests (from 1961 until about 1980) were intended for evaluation by the LEFM, which is inadequate, and therefore the results of these tests could not be used. The following four methods, representing the main testing methods, will be considered:
1. The WFM, which was proposed for concrete by Hillerborg [44, 45] . 2. The SEM [24, 79] , based on size effect law [7] . 3. The Jenq -Shah method based on their TPM [50, 78] . 4. Karihaloo and Nallathambi's [54 -56,66 ] ECM (which is not a general model but is formulated only for notched beam specimens).
Because, as already mentioned, SEM, TPM, and ECM give essentially equivalent results, and because the fracture parameters of SEM can be easily transformed to the fracture parameters of TPM and vice versa [16, 23] , all the test data obtained by these three methods are grouped into the first set, which comprises 77 data (Set I). The fracture toughness (K c ) measured by TPM or ECM has been transformed to SEM fracture energy ( G f ) ( Fig. 1 ) according to the wellknown relation:
Because the critical crack-tip opening displacement (13)) [16, 9] , in which, for plane strain, E 0 = E/(1 À n 2 ), n = Poisson ratio. The measured d CTOD values obtained by TPM were transformed to the SEM parameter c f by relation (8):
As recently established, SEM, as well as TPM and ECM, gives the fracture energy value representing the area under the initial tangent of the softening stress -separation diagram of the cohesive crack model (or the area under the analogous stress -strain diagram of the crack band model multiplied by the crack bandwidth) (see Fig. 1 ). The statistical analysis is first conducted using only the data from SEM, TPM, and ECM. The value of E 0 needed for these calculations was reported by only a few experimenters. In the other cases, this value was estimated from the reported compressive strength ( f c 0 ) using the approximate ACI equation. Since this equation uses the cylindrical strength and some experimenters reported the cubical strength, the well-known approximate relation between the cylindrical and cubical strengths had to be used in these cases. The Poisson ratio, which slightly affects E 0 , was taken as 0.18 unless reported. The approximation errors of these equations contribute to the coefficient of variation of the errors of G f measured by these methods.
At first thought, one might wonder whether the parameters of TPM (Jenq -Shah) and ECM are properly considered if the fitting is done in terms of G f and c f . However, as long as the relations (7) and (8) , the results would differ because a different weighting of the data is implied, but they will not differ by much.
The fracture energy G F determined by WFM corresponds to the area under the entire stress -separation curve, including its long tail [31] (Fig. 1 ). This area is much larger than G f (see the explanation in Appendix C). Therefore, the test results obtained by WFM have been considered in the second statistical analysis as a separate set (Set II), in which G F was transformed into G f according to the relationship [75] :
This is, admittedly, only a crude estimate. In reality, the ratio G f /G F of course depends on the shape of the softening curve [23] and is influenced by the dependence of the measured G F values on the size and shape of the specimen, reported by many experimenters. However, no formulae and no clear trends for such influences are known, and so the constancy of the ratio G F /G f is an inevitable simplifying hypothesis. An important point to note is that the assumption of a fixed ratio in Eq. (9) does not bias the scatter statistics in favor of one or another method. If one would do the symmetrical opposite-convert all the data on G f to data on G F and then fit the aggregate of all data in terms of G F , the resulting coefficient of variation would be exactly the same. Similar comments can be made in regard to replacing c f by d
CTOD
as the variable used in data fitting. The third statistical analysis deals with all the data from SEM, TPM, ECM, and WFM combined into one set (Set III), with G F being transformed to G f according to Eq. (9). Since 77 usable data have been found in the literature for Set I and 161 data for Set II, one has a total of 238 data for Set III. Since the G F measurement as well as the relationship in Eq. (9) is rather uncertain, such a combined set must be expected to exhibit a large scatter, which proved to be the case.
In preliminary optimizations of the overall fit of Set III, the ratio G f /G F was considered as an additional unknown. The statistical studies reported here were run for different assumed values of this ratio and the standard deviations of errors compared. It was found that indeed the value 0.4 proposed in [75] and used in Eq. (9) is approximately the optimum value.
The dependence of parameter a 0 on the type of aggregate (crushed or river aggregate) has been determined by considering a sequence of values a 0 = 1, 1.01, 1.02, . . . After obtaining the optimal values of all the parameters, the values of the predicted fracture energies ( G f pred ) were computed for each data set from Eq. (3) and were compared to the corresponding values G f test measured in the test. Then the diagram of G f test versus G f pred could be plotted. Such diagrams are shown for Sets I, II, and III in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, the diagrams of G f test /G f pred versus G f pred are shown in Fig. 3 , showing that the scatter in Sets II and III is more significant. In order to facilitate comparisons, all the statistical plots for G F presented here are plotted in terms of the scaled values G f = 0.4G F . This is possible since the scaling by the factor 0.4 has no effect on the coefficient of variation. Although the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm supplies statistical characteristics, it is preferable, and clearer for the user, to determine the statistical characteristics on the basis of the plots in Fig. 3 . To this end, a linear regression is performed in the plot of G f test versus G f pred (Fig. 3) , and the coefficient of correlation r between G f test and G f pred is calculated. Also calculated is the coefficient of variation w G of the ratio G f test /G f pred , which indicates the relative variation of the measured fracture energy with respect to the predicted means G f pred . Calculations of this type can be repeated many times until the parameter values that give either the lowest coefficient of variation of the ratio G f test / G f pred or the highest correlation coefficient r are obtained.
A similar procedure can be followed for c f pred . The plot of c f test versus predicted c f pred and c f test /c f pred versus predicted c f pred are shown in Fig. 4a , and the plot of log c f test versus the predicted log c f pred is shown in Fig. 4b . In practical applications, the lognormal distribution should be assumed for c f ; it is fully characterized by the value of the standard deviation in the plot in Fig. 4b . The coefficient of correlation r between c f test and c f pred , as well as the coefficient of variation w C of the ratio c f test /c f pred , are also computed and shown on Fig. 4a .
Figs. 3, 5, and 6) show the diagrams of G f test versus G f pred and the regression line, which should ideally be a line of slope 1 passing through the origin. However, since the objective function used to optimize the parameters was different from the sum of squared deviation in these plots, the regression line is slightly different. The plots of G f test and of G f test /G f pred versus G f pred also show the approximate 5% and 95% confidence limits of the vertical deviations of the data points from the line of slope 1. The approximate 5% and 95% confidence limits for the vertical deviations from a horizontal line of ordinate 1 are marked in the diagrams of G f test /G f pred versus G f pred . These confidence limits have been estimated on the basis of the normal (Gaussian) distribution, by passing lines parallel to the regression line at vertical distances ± 2s yjx from that line, s yjx being the standard error of the estimate of G f test or of G f test /G f pred . Note that the coefficients of variation of the vertical deviations about the regression line (given in the figures) are slightly different from those about the line of slope 1 (the line of perfect prediction). The former characterizes best the statistical scatter while the latter characterizes best the quality of prediction. The values of the correlation coefficient r corresponding to the regressions in these plots are also given in the figures.
Because the statistical scatter of the deviations from the proposed formulae is quite high, it ought to be taken into account in design.
Discussion of statistics and comparison of fracture parameters measured by different methods
Interesting is the comparison of the statistics between Set I (for G f ) and Set II (for G F ). As seen from Fig. 3 , the test results for G F with the WFM exhibit a far larger scatter and a weaker correlation -the coefficient of variation of predictions of the ratio G f test /G f pred is w Gf = 29.9%, while that of the ratio G F test /G F pred is w GF = 17.8%, which is 1.67 times smaller (and the correlation coefficient is 61.4% compared to 84.7%).
Compared to the Set II results, another more favorable feature of the Set I results is that the linear regression of the plot of the tested versus predicted values gives for Set I a regression line that passes closer to the origin, and has a slope closer to 1.0.
The coefficients of variation w G 0 about the regression line and w G 00 about the line of slope 1 are also computed and written in Fig. 3 . Their values reinforce the observation that the results obtained with the WFM exhibit a much higher scatter. Here, w G 0 is computed as the ratio of the standard error of the estimate about the regression line over the centroid of test data ordinates, while w G 00 is computed as the ratio of the standard error of the vertical deviations from the line of slope 1 to the centroid of the data ordinates.
The larger uncertainty of predicting G F with the WFM can conceivably have two explanations: (1) The method, both the concept and the measurement, may have a higher degree of uncertainty, or (2) the prediction of the mean of G F can be more uncertain than the prediction of the mean of G f .
At this point, it is not clear which explanation is true. It seems nevertheless likely that the first explanation is valid at least to some extent. The reason is that the initial tangent of the softening stress -separation curve, which defines G f , can be identified from measurements with less uncertainty than the tail of this curve, which has no effect on G f but a large effect on G F . Experience from testing suggests that the tail is highly uncertain, difficult to measure, and more strongly influenced by the specimen shape [80] , size [61] , and the test setup. Nevertheless, further research is needed to decide this question unambiguously.
The large errors in G F prediction could perhaps be reduced by including some empirical factors accounting for the effects of size and shape on the G F , as revealed by some experiments. But doing that would be tantamount to admitting that G F is not a material parameter, and thus not generally usable.
Another question that arises is the sensitivity of G f or c f to the various influencing parameters in the prediction formulae, particularly to f c 0 , d a , and w/c. To check the sensitivity, the coefficients of correlation between each parameter and G f test were calculated for Sets I and II, and the same for c f . For Set I, the coefficient of correlation was found to be 56.5% for f c 0 , 20% for d a , and À 37.1% for w/c. So the strongest correlation exists for the compression strength, a smaller one for the water -cement ratio, and a still smaller one for the maximum aggregate size. For Set II, these correlation coefficients were 43.9%, 49.7%, and À 1.4%, respectively. In the case of c f , the correlation coefficients were À 10.7%, 73.2%, and 37.7%, respectively. So there is a very strong correlation between the maximum aggregate size and c f , while the correlation between the compressive strength and c f is very weak.
It must be understood, however, that these numbers would characterize the sensitivity fully only if f c 0 , d a , and w/c were independent. In reality, f c 0 and w/c are known to be strongly correlated. If parameter f c 0 were dropped, then its place would be taken by w/c, and the correlations would become much stronger. Such information on the sensitivity of various parameters may allow a further simplification of the formula with only a relatively small increase of the coefficients of variation or the errors.
The effect of omitting either d a or w/c from the prediction formula derived using the data obtained from SEM and other equivalent methods is seen on Fig. 5 . This effect is not strong, but not negligible either. Fig. 6 , on the left, compares the 161 test data with the prediction formula recommended in the CEB-FIP model code [29] to the formula calibrated with Set II (Fig. 6b) . The formula proposed by the CEB-FIP model code takes into account the compressive strength and the maximum aggregate size only, whereas the formula developed in the present work also takes into account the water -cement ratio. The scatter and the coefficient of variation are higher in Fig. 6a (w G = 33.3%), although the effect of the water -cement ratio is not very significant (causing a reduction in the coefficient of variation by 3.4% only). Nevertheless, since the formulae are already very simple, no further simplification, always accompanied by at least some loss of accuracy, is made.
To make verification of the present results possible, and to facilitate further statistical studies, Table 1 presents a list of all the test data used in the present study. This table includes essentially all the test data that currently exist in the literature. A list defining the notations used in Table 1 is  found in Table 2 .
It might be objected that the present study mixes the results from many different concretes. This of course increases the coefficients of variation of the errors of prediction because the present formulae, taking into account different compositions and strengths, are only crude empirical approximations. But what would be the alternative? Some might prefer the alternative of using in statistical evaluation the data for only one and the same concrete. But then, the available data basis would be far smaller. One can hardly expect that a data set equal to that used here could be accumulated for one and the same concrete. Even if it were, if would give statistical information valid only for that concrete, and it would be hard to infer the statistical characteristics for other concretes.
Could the mixing of data from different concretes have introduced a statistical bias in favor of G f or G F ? It could not. It must have significantly increased the coefficients of variation, but about equally for both.
If the coefficients of variation of the present prediction formulae seem too high, it should be noted that the errors of the best prediction formulae for creep and shrinkage of concrete have even higher coefficients of variation (which are 24% for basic creep, 23% for drying creep, and 34% for shrinkage). However, since the consequences of errors in fracture parameters affect failure predictions, while errors in creep and shrinkage do not (creep buckling excepted), the present formulae should be used for nothing more than (1) preliminary design estimates or (2) safety evaluations of structures of low fracture sensitivity. 
Aggregate type (continued on next page) 
Aggregate type 
Aggregate type w GF are the coefficients of variation of the ratios G f test /G f and G F test /G F , for which a normal distribution may be assumed, and w cf is the coefficient of variation of c f test /c f , for which a lognormal distribution should be assumed (w cf is approximately equal to the standard deviation of ln c f ). The mean critical crack-tip opening displacement is then predicted as
It cannot be overemphasized that these simple formulae are intended only for preliminary design and for the analysis of structures with a low fracture sensitivity. Important and sensitive structures, though, should always be checked by finite element analysis based on fracture tests of notched specimens. Fig. 2 shows the probability density distributions of G f and c f for Sets I, II, and III, under the initial assumption that these data sets follow the normal distribution. To decide which distribution is best, it is better to consider the cumulative probability distributions and plot them on the so-called probability papers, i.e., papers that have the scales 
Comparison of statistical distributions of errors
Aggregate type transformed in a manner that makes the assumed distribution a straight line. If the data scatter were captured by the distribution perfectly, all the data would fall on the straight line. Thus, the correct distribution is that for which the data plot in the probability paper comes the closest to a straight line.
Aside from the normal (Gaussian) distribution, other well-known probability distributions were checked for each set using the appropriate probability papers, including the Weibull (min), lognormal, and Gumbel (max) distributions. The plots of the cumulative distribution of empirical frequency or probability of the present data on the corresponding probability papers are shown in Fig. 7 for G f data obtained from SEM, TPM, or ECM (Set I), in Fig. 8 for G F data obtained by the WFM (Set II), and in Fig. 9 for c f data.
The pair of thin lines in each plot represents the lower and upper confidence limits for the 5% and 95% probability cut-offs (they are calculated on the basis of the Kolmogorov -Smirnov distribution from the deviations of the empirical distribution from the parent distribution). If the distribution were followed by the data perfectly, the data would fall on the straight line shown. The best distribution is that for which the data lie the closest to the straight line. As seen, the plots closest to a straight line are obtained for the following distributions:
1. minimum Weibull distribution for Set I (SEM, TPM, ECM) (Fig. 7) ; 2. minimum Weibull or maximum Gumbel distribution for Set II (work-of-fracture) (Fig. 8 ). 3. lognormal distribution for c f (Fig. 9 ).
As seen in Figs. 7 -9 , the data on G f , G F , and c f obtained from Sets I and II are not well represented by the normal (Gaussian) distribution. Overall, the minimum Weibull Fig. 7 . Cumulative frequency plots of G f on various probability papers for Set I (SEM, TPM, and ECM). distribution appears to be the closest to the straight line. The lognormal distribution is nearly as close as Weibull for G F , but distinctly worse for G f . For c f , the lognormal distribution is the best.
Implications for the choice of testing method for a standard
The present statistical study reveals that G f is much less scattered than G F . This point is relevant to the choice of testing method for the testing standard, which has been debated for over a dozen years.
The high scatter of the results obtained with the WFM is explained partly by the difficulties in achieving independence of the results from the specimen size and the test setup, partly by a higher statistical variability of the tail of the softening load -deflection diagram, and partly by the uncertainty in extrapolating the tail to zero stress [76] . The fracture parameters measured by the SEM have also the important advantage that they are size and shape independent, by definition (this is of course true only within the size range for which the size effect law used is accurate, but this range encompasses the entire range of practical testing). For the related methods TPM and ECM, this is true only in the asymptotic sense, for large sizes only.
With regard to the current debates, it should further be noted that the maximum loads of structures depend mainly on the initial tangent of the softening stress -separation curve, which is fully characterized by G f , and are almost independent of the tail of this curve, which determines the difference between G F and G f . On the other hand, the prediction of the entire postpeak softening load -deflection curve of a structure, which is often of secondary interest for design, does depend on the tail of the stress -separation curve of the cohesive crack model, and thus on G F . In that case, the direct determination of G F by the WFM has the advantage that it does not depend on the error of the approximation G F % 2.5G f (Eq. (9)).
It is important to keep in mind that G f and G F are two different material characteristics determining the initial slope and the tail of the stress -separation curve of the cohesive crack model. G F can be estimated from G f and vice versa, but not accurately. Ideally, both G f and G F should be measured and used in structural analysis for calibrating the initial slope and the tail of the cohesive crack model or crack band model.
There is, however, a widespread tendency to measure only one of these two fracture energies. In that case, if the cohesive crack model is to be used in structural analysis, the shape of the stress -separation diagram must be fixed in advance (if a bilinear softening diagram is adopted, this for example means fixing the ratios G F /G f and s knee /f t 0 , where s knee /f t 0 is the stress at the point of slope change; Fig. 1) .
Among civil engineers, there is currently a widespread preference to measure and use only G F . This might be explained by the fact that the WFM and the use of the cohesive crack model in finite element programs can be understood even by civil engineers who have received no education in fracture mechanics. This cannot be said about the SEM or TPM. Although these methods also can be used by an engineer with no such education, their understanding requires at least elementary acquaintance with fracture mechanics. The choice of the testing standard, however, should be objective. It should not depend on the inadequacy of the current education.
At the (pre-FraMCoS-2) workshop of European and American specialists in Cardiff in 1995, organized by B.I.G. Barr and S.E. Swartz, it was agreed that the testing standard should specify two levels of testing. At Level II, recommended for structures of high sensitivity to fracture and size effect, both G F and G f (or K c ) should be directly measured, while at Level I, appropriate for normal structures, only one of the two needs to be tested (measurements confined to the maximum load region and ignoring the tail were recommended for Level I at that workshop). If the cohesive crack model is calibrated by a Level I test, one must of course assume in advance the shape of the softening -stress separation curve, i.e., fix the ratios G F /G f and s knee f t 0 based on prior knowledge. Sticking to objective rational arguments only, should the Level I test measure G F or G f ? The prime argument should be that of accuracy, of minimizing the statistical uncertainty. Then, based on the present study, the answer is clear -Level I should involve the testing of G f , and G F should then be estimated from G f , e.g., as G F % 2.5G f .
Because Level I testing necessitates the ratio G f /G F to be fixed, the coefficient of variation of errors of the measured fracture energy will get imposed on the other fracture energy that is inferred. Thus, if the Level I test measures G F , then its coefficient of variation will get impressed on G f (or the initial slope of the softening curve), i.e., w Gf = w GF = 29.9%. Consequently, the maximum loads of structures, even if calculated by the cohesive crack model, will be governed by a fracture energy value whose errors have the large coefficient of variation of G F .
On the other hand, if the Level I test measures G f (or K c ) and the cohesive crack model is calibrated by the measured G f , the maximum loads of structures will be governed by a fracture energy whose errors have the coefficient of variation of G f , which is 17.8%, roughly 1.67 times smaller. This is no small advantage.
If only a few tests of the given concrete are carried out in the Level I test, only the mean is statistically reliable but w GF or w Gf is not. In that case, one would have to assume the coefficients of variation from the prior experimental evidence, which would mean using w GF = 29.9% or w Gf = 17.8%, unless there are extensive prior data for the given concrete. If many, say 100, tests of the given concrete are performed at Level I, the value of w GF or w Gf can be determined from the tests of the given concrete alone. That value may be expected to be considerably reduced compared to the preceding values because concretes of different compositions are not mixed into one set. But both coefficients of variation will likely be reduced by the same ratio, e.g., to w GF = 20% and w Gf = 12%. Thus, the advantage of using G f rather than G F for the Level I test must be assumed to be preserved (it is of course not entirely inconceivable that, in testing of one and the same concrete, the ratio of w GF /w Gf is different and less unfavorable to G F than found here, but this would have to be demonstrated by extensive statistically reliable test data for one concrete).
Conclusions
1. Although the statistical variations of the fracture energy of concrete and the effective size of the fracture process exhibit high random scatter, some clear statistical trends can be discerned.
2. Approximate statistical prediction of the fracture energy and of the order of magnitude of the effective length of the fracture process zone can be based on the standard compression strength of concrete, the maximum aggregate size, the aggregate shape (river or crushed aggregate), and the water -cement ratio. Among these parameters, the first two appear to be the most important for the fracture energy, and the last the least. In the case of c f , the maximum aggregate size appears to be by far the most important parameter, and the compressive strength the least. However, this is true only if the statistical correlation among these two parameters is ignored.
3. Formulae predicting the mean fracture energy G f or G F and the mean effective length c f of the fracture process zone have been established. These formulae should be used in the statistical sense, taking into account the established coefficients of variation of G f or c f . Structural designs should be made for a certain specified probability cutoff based on assuming a normal or Weibull distribution for the fracture energy, and lognormal distribution for the effective length of the fracture process zone. The corresponding values of the critical crack-tip opening displacement and of fracture toughness can be deduced from well-known formulae.
4. If all the important influencing parameters were known, it would have to be possible to be cast the prediction formulae in a dimensionless form. At present, however, this does not seem possible. It follows that not all the relevant parameters are known and further research is needed.
5. The coefficient of the data deviations from the mean prediction formula is much higher (1.67 times higher) for the fracture energy G F measured by the WFM than it is for the fracture energy G f measured by the SEM. The reason can be either that the G F , per se, has a higher degree of uncertainty, or that predicting the mean for G F is harder than it is for G f . Although it remains to clarify the main reason, it is likely that the first possible reason is valid at least to some extent, because the tail of the softening stress -separation curve of the cohesive crack model is more uncertain than the initial tangent of that curve.
6. G f and G F are different fracture parameters. Both are needed to properly calibrate the softening stress -separation curve -G f the initial slope and G F the tail portion. Although they are partially correlated, ideally they should both be measured. For the sake of simplicity, however, the so-called Level I test now debated would measure only one. Logically, it should be G f . One argument for G f has been that the most important practical application, which is the calculation of load capacity of structures, normally depends almost exclusively on the initial slope of the stress -separation curve, which in turn is directly determined by G f . The present study gives a second argument: If the initial slope is based on the measured G f , its errors have the coefficient of variation of 17.8%, but if the initial slope is inferred (according to the assumed shape of the softening curve) from the measured G F , the coefficient of variation of the initial slope is 29.9%, i.e., 1.67 times higher. Consequently, the load capacities of structures have much smaller statistical errors when their calculation is based on measured G f rather than G F .
7. The high scatter of the existing test results suggests that future efforts should focus on improved prediction formulae involving further parameters of concrete composition and microstructure. Different formulae may have to be developed for high-strength concrete and lightweight concrete.
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Appendix A. Some influencing factors needing clarification
In the case of high-strength concrete, the influence of the compressive strength on the fracture energy is not very clear. Gettu et al. [35] , using the SEM, observed no difference in fracture energy G f when high-and normalstrength concretes were compared. On the other hand, Gettu et al. [36] , Karihaloo and Nallathambi [56] , and Ouyang et al. [70] observed the fracture energy of high-strength concrete to be significantly higher than that of normalstrength concrete. However, the available data are too few for being conclusive, and further research is needed.
The effects of the aggregate on the fracture energy also require further study. The maximum aggregate size and the shape (crushed or smooth) are taken into account in the present formulae only very crudely. The role of the aggregates is certainly more complex. Other parameters such as the texture, mineralogy, and grading of the aggregate, and the proportion of aggregates in the concrete mix, are likely to have a nonnegligible influence on the fracture energy of concrete, especially since they affect the cement matrixaggregate interface.
The influence of the water -cement ratio also calls for further study. The data extracted from work-of-fracture measurements show no correlation between the water-tocement ratio and the fracture energy.
Appendix B. Previous formulae for estimating fracture
A simple formula for a mean estimate of the fracture energy has been developed by Bažant and Oh [21] on the basis of the maximum load data for notched specimen: 
where f c 0 is in megapascals, d a is in millimeters, and G F in newtons per millimeter. A statistical comparison of this formula with the present data Set II is made in Fig. 6a and for comparison the present formula is shown in Fig. 6b . The coefficient of variation of the prediction errors of the CEB-FIP formula was found to be 33.3%. Note that this is only 1.11 times higher than the value 29.9% for the present formula, despite the fact that the data set available for developing this formula was an order-of-magnitude smaller. One might wonder why G f and G F should be different at all. During the 1980s, it used to be thought that G f is the fracture energy determined by LEFM for an infinitely large specimen. Does this not imply G f to be identical to G F ? Not really.
The cohesive crack model with a long tail on its softening stress -separation curve corresponds, in the sense of the smeared-tip method [23] , to a spectrum of fracture energies, G f1 , G f2 , G f3 , . . ., associated with successively increasing orders of magnitude of the size scale (see Ref. [11] , and in detail, Refs [12, 14] ). The corresponding ''broad-range'' size effect law is a sum of terms, each 1 Karihaloo and Nallathambi [55] developed another formula (Eq. (a)), which reads:
where a 1 = 0.1431, a 2 = 0.1713, a 3 = 0.7666, and a 4 = 0.4154. However, the statistical basis was quite limited since the authors used only their own test data, all obtained on notched beams. Besides, this formula was obviously not intended to describe G f as an objective material parameter because it involved the dimensional and geometric characteristics of the beam specimens.
corresponding to one G fi (i = 1, 2, . . .). The value G fi determines the location of the final asymptote of the i-th term in the logarithmic size effect plot. The asymptote of the last term corresponds to G F . The asymptote of the first term (which may be written in the form of Bažant's 1984 original size effect law [7] ) corresponds to G f1 = G f , and G f represents the area under the steep initial tangent of the stress -separation curve (Fig. 1) .
Only the first term can get manifested in normal size effect testing of G f , unless (hypothetically) the size range would exceed about 1:100 (as verified by finite element simulations in Ref. [18] ). For the work-of-fracture measurement of G F , by contrast, the entire spectrum matters. The ratio G F /G f = 2.5 means that, in the logarithmic size effect plot spanning many orders of magnitude of the specimen size, the asymptote of the last term should be shifted by log 2.5 to the right of the asymptote of the first term.
Numerical simulation show that, for fracture specimens and normal-size structures, the maximum load is reached when the crack-bridging stress at the notch tip is still quite large (above the stress value corresponding to the ''knee'' of a bilinear stress -separation curve). So, the cohesive crack is never opened enough for the tail stresses to materialize. If the cohesive crack model is replaced by a straight line corresponding to the initial tangent, the computations yield the same maximum load. Hence, the fracture energy corresponding to the area under this straight line governs. The stress at notch tip at maximum load vanishes at maximum load only when the size of the structure being simulated is enlarged by several orders of magnitude. Only then do the tail of the softening curve and the area under the complete curve matter for the maximum load.
